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N- -  8 SUPERSINGLETON QUANTUM F IELD THEORY 
Eric BERGSHOEFF,* Abdus SALAM, Ergin SEZGIN and Yoshiaki TANI! 
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy 
Received 22 June 1988 
We quantize the N = 8 supersymmetric singleton field theory which is formulated on the 
boundary of the four-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime (ADS4). The theory has rigid OSp(8, 4) 
symmetry which acts as a superconformal group on the boundary of AdS 4. We show that the 
generators of this symmetry satisfy the full quantum OSp(8, 4) algebra. The spectrum of the theory 
contains massless tates of all higher integer and half-integer spin which fill the irreducible 
representations of OSp(8, 4) with highest spin sm~ = 2,4,6,.... Remarkably, these are in one-to- 
one correspondence with the generators of Vasiliev's infinite-dimensional extended higher spin 
superalgebra shs(8, 4), suggesting that we may have stumbled onto a field-theoretic realization of 
this algebra. We also discuss the possibility of a connection between the N = 8 supersingleton 
theory with the eleven-dimensional supermembrane i  an AdS 4 × S v background. 
1. Introduction 
Supersingletons are the most fundamental  representations of the super anti- 
de Sitter groups [1, 2]. They have remarkable propert ies which have been discussed 
extensively in the literature. For  example, singleton field theory can be described on 
the S p x S 1 boundary  of AdSp+ 2 alone, as opposed to the whole of AdSp+ 2 [2-4]. 
Moreover,  it is known that treating the singletons as preons, one can construct, on 
purely  k inematical  grounds, infinitely many massless tates of all spins (massless in 
the ant i -de Sitter sense) out of just two singletons [3-5]. 
The phi losophy of this paper is to study the d = 4, N = 8 supersingleton theory 
[6, 7] in its own right, although we will touch upon certain issues concerning its 
possible connect ion with the eleven-dimensional supermembrane theory [8] formu- 
lated on AdS 4 × S 7 [9,10]. In a previous letter [11], we already presented the results 
on the spectrum of the N = 8 supersingleton theory. In particular, it was shown that 
the spectrum, in addit ion to the N = 8 supersingleton states, contains massless tates 
of all higher integer and half- integer spin, and that they fill the irreducible 
representat ions of OSp(8, 4) [12] with highest spins Sm~ = 2, 4, 6 . . . . .  
In this paper,  in addit ion to providing the necessary background material  needed 
for the der ivat ion of the spectrum [11], we shall present new results. In sects. 2 and 
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3, we shall derive the (normal-ordered) generators of the OSp(8, 4) symmetry of the 
theory, and show that they satisfy the quantum OSp(8, 4) algebra (hence there are 
no anomalies). Further, in sect. 3, we shall present an unexpected connection 
between the spectrum of massless tates and the work of Vasiliev [13] on higher spin 
superalgebras, which builds on earlier work by Fradkin and Vasiliev [14]. More 
precisely, the massless tates of our model are in one to one correspondence with the 
generators of the infinite-dimensional extended higher spin superalgebra, shs(8, 4), 
of Vasiliev. This suggests that we may have stumbled onto a field-theoretic realiza- 
tion of shs(8, 4). In sect. 4, we shall discuss the issue of the supersingleton-super- 
membrane connection and provide useful tools for its study. In sect. 5, we comment 
further on the possible implications of our results to the physics of the d = 11 
supermembrane, and enumerate open problems. In particular, we suggest hat the 
infinitely many massless tates of all higher spin need not contradict cosmological 
observations if an "inflation" scenario is taken into account. Some useful formulae, 
and our conventions are collected in the appendices. 
2. The action and its symmetries 
The N = 8 singleton supermultiplet consists of 8 real scalars VI(I = 1 . . . . .  8), in 
the 8 v of SO(8), and 8 four-component spinors M_(a = 1 . . . . .  8), in 8~ of SO(8). 
These fields live on the boundary of AdS 4 which is S 2 × S 1, and therefore depend on 
coordinates (t, 0, ~?). In addition to the four-dimensional Majorana condition ~ = 
XT_ C, the spinor X_ satisfies the following chirality condition 
"y3X =-X ,  (2.1) 
which, unlike the usual chirality condition, is compatible 
condition. 
The N = 8 supersingleton action is given by [6, 7] 
with the Majorana 
~= -- ½ ~[~ ( hi J O ieP' O jcp' + ¼cplcp ' - i~t~_ y i lyi)t~_ ) , (2.2) 
where hij = diag(-1,1,  sin20) is the metric, and ~ is the covariant derivative on 
S 2 × S 1. For simplicity in notation, we set the radius of S 2 equal to 1. The action is 
invariant under the following N = 8 supersymmetry transformations 
~kc~ = __i)t iOicpI I &__ 1"~I  1 ~ (2.3) _ ~,a~e+ 7 l~,~t~ e , 
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as well as the SO(3, 2) × SO(8) transformations 
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8f191 = ~iAB Oi~p I -}- ~AB~ I q- Ajep* s, 
3~a= i c~ 4 \ IJ]13 --" ~AB V',X_+ ¼V'J(V',(j,4~)X~_+ 2IaABX~ + ZAt'¢Z ~")t B (2.4) 
The parameter e+_- a - ½(1 _ + y3)ea(& = 1,. .., 8), which is in 8 c of SO(8), is defined by 
ea( t, O, q~ ) - 2C~'%~'( t, O, ep ) , (2.5) 
where C ~'a are 4 × 8 = 32 arbitrary constant coefficients, and e~'(a ' = 1,... ,4) are 
AdS Killing spinors which therefore satisfy 
(v.  +  Vor,) o' = o, (Co- (2.6) 
Here Vra(a = 1,2) is the covariant derivative on S 2. Explicit numerical indices will 
always denote tangent space indices. Eq. (2.6) implies the 3-covariant equations 
(suppressing the a' index) 
U/E+--  1 ~7ie_ - O, yig7~ + 1 _ _ ~e+-  O .  
One can show that the general solution for eq. (2.6) is given by 
with 
t ("1 t (')) ' iu 2 ] ' bl 4 ' iu 4 ' 
iD_ 1/2 + 1/2 / 
U 1 = 
\ D+1/2+1/2  ] 
U2 = ( iD-1/2-1/2) 
\ D + 1/2 1/2 ' 
D_1/2 1/2 t 
U3 = iD+1/2-1/2 J ' 
-D  1/2+1/2 
H4= 




Here we have used the shorthand-notation Dram, ~ D~/m2,(L-1), where L(O, q~) is the 
representative of the coset SO(3)/SO(2)= S2 [15]. In general D~m,(L t) denotes 
the unitary representation matrix of SU(2) for angular momentum j. Some basic 
properties of these matrices [16] are given in appendix B. 
The matrices ZI, and ~1, are the SO(8) y-matrices in a chiral basis, and satisfy 
~I~J t  + I ~ J = 2 3 IJ, 
XI,~J  + I ~ J = 2 3 IJ. (2.10) 
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The (conformal) Killing vectors (~i, I2)A 8 = _ (~i, I2)B A (A, B = 0,1, 2, 3, 5) are the 
10 generators of SO(3,2) transformations, and Zts -ZtzZt j I .  (The explicit form of 
(~i, f/) is given in appendix C.) These, and the SO(8) transformation parameter AS, 
satisfy the following equations 
Vri~jAB + Vrj~iaB = 4IaABh ij , (2.11) 
~7i Oi~AB = -- ~AB,  OiA 5 = O. (2.12,2.13) 
One can easily show that eq. (2.12) is a consequence of eq. (2.11). Furthermore, 
(from appendix C) we see that 1205 = 12,~ = 0 (rh, h = 1,2,3). Therefore ~05, ~,a~ are 
the Killing vectors which generate the SO(3) X SO(2) transformations, while ~0,~, ~5,h 
are conformal Killing vectors which generate the remaining SO(3,2) transforma- 
tions. 
We close this section by giving the commutator algebra of the N = 8 supersymme- 
try transformation rules (2.3). They are 
where 
[~Q(E1) ,~Q(E2) ]  = ~So(3,2)(~, ~'~) --}- ~SO(8) (A) ,  
~i --d i d = --2/e2+- 1, el+ , 
(2.14) 
1 ' -& & 2) $2= -- i / (e2+el_-  1 ++ , 
A ts=-½i(~2+zE*tzs le ,  -1~2) .  (2.15) 
The dependence on the ten parameters of SO(3, 2) can be made explicit by using eq. 
(2.5). Using the Killing spinor equation (2.11), one can verify that the SO(3, 2) and 
SO(8) parameters given above satisfy the relations (2.11)-(12.13). 
3. The quantization of the N = 8 supersingleton 
In this section we will quantize the N = 8 supersymmetric singleton action (2.2). 
We will first solve the field equations which follow from this action. Then, we will 
quantize the expansion coefficients occurring in these solutions. Next, we will 
compute the conserved Noether charges corresponding to the OSp(8, 4) transforma- 
tions. Substituting the solutions into these charges we will obtain an oscillator 
representation for them. We will then show that these charges satisfy the full 
quantum OSp(8,4) algebra. At the end of this section we shall summarize the 
spectrum of massless tates in the theory and point out an unexpected relationship 
with the Fradkin-Vasiliev super higher spin algebras. 
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We begin with the analysis of the field equations which follow from eq. (2.2). 
They are 
Oi(f-S-hhij Oj~pt) -¼vCZhep'=O, 3,ivriX'~ =O. (3.1), (3.2) 
Using the properties of the D-functions (see appendix B) one can verify that a 




~I= E (almCPlm q- untlm*lm~l,,im ]  (3 .3 )  
l=0 rn=- /  
+j 
~-= E (dj~Xj~ + -jm -jmdt~X~ ,  , (3.4) 
j=  1/2 m= j 
1 
fPlm-- ~ ei('+a/2)tDo~( L -1 ) ,  (3 .5 )  
. l j2  (o,_.aj2m,L-1,) 
uj~ _e_~i /4 (2 j+ l )  e -i(j+1/2)' . (3.6) 
Xjm= i u~ '  Ujm-- ~ 8~ DJ+I/2m(L -1) 
Note that the single valuedness of the scalar field requires that we work on double 
(more generally even) covering of AdS 4. The solutions are normalized such that 
(c&,,,, epr m, ) =- i f dO ddp sin 0 c&* Oo¢&,m, = a H, atom, , (3.7) 
<x,m, x,,m,> - f d 0 d ~ sin 0 XjrnVOXj ,m , = 8jj, atom,. (3.8) 
We now proceed with the canonical quantization of the model. We impose the 
following (anti-) commutation relations 
[aim ' tJ at,,,, ] = 61JSH,8,~m,, 
( d,~, d)B m, ) = a °%,am~,, 
/=0 ,1  . . . . .  - l~m~l ,  (3.9) 
j _  1, 3 . . . . .  - j  ~< m ~<j. (3.10) 
Other (anti)commutators vanish. The ab~ and djm are now operators in a Fock 
space whose vacuum 10) is defined by 
a,mlO) =djmlO> =0.  (3.11) 
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We now turn to the calculation of the conserved OSp(8, 4) Noether charges. They 
are obtained from the conserved Noether currents defined by 
0£,e 0R& a 
j i  _ ~q9 ! + 8X" -- K ~ , (3.12) 
O O i f~ I 
where 0 R denotes differentiation from the right, and K i is defined by 
&~e= OiK i . (3.13) 
It is clear that Oi Ji = 0 by virtue of the (Euler-Lagrange) quations of motion. 
Applying the formula (3.12) to the lagrangian (2.2), we obtain the following result 
J jB= ~[ZhhiJ( Tjk~kAB + ~p20~I2AB), (3.14) 
J / j  = V l~h hiJ(~?[10j~oj] -1- l i  d ~k ~ti~_~ij~k , (3.15) 
i a i I J2,~=i~Ch X_'/Z,~[Oj~,'~Je,~,++ ½%e~,_] , (3.16) 
where the energy-momentum tensor is given by 
Tij= -OieplOj~PI + ½hij(OkePzO%P, + ¼cO 2) - l iy  Y(i V'j.)X . (3.17) 
The conserved charges corresponding to these currents are given by 
MAB = f dOdq, J~ °, 
TIj = f dOdeoJ]7 °, 
e~,a = f dOdq'J2,~ °. (3.18) 
We now substitute the solutions (3.3) and (3.4) for q01 and X% into the expressions 
(3.18) for the Noether charges. Using several properties of the D-functions we thus 
obtain after a tedious but straightforward calculation the following oscillator 
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representations. The SO(3, 2) charges are given by 
Mo,= Z; (l+ ~)-*'-' - a*oao UlmUlmi  E ( j+  1) +c, ~jrn --jm 
I,m j ,m 
(3.19) 
= ,z * ~ (3.20) M12 E matmalm + E mdJ,~ ajm , 
I,m j ,m 
1/2 t l  I M23+iM31 = E [ ( l -m) ( l+m+l) l  a,,,,,+la,m 
l ,m 
+ • [ ( j -m) ( j+m+l) ] l /2d~+adTm,  (3.21) 
j ,  m 
iMo3 + 3453 = E [ ( l -  m + 1)( l+ m + 1)]l/2att1+l,ma[,,, 
l ,m 
+ E [(J - m + 1)( j  + m + 1)] 1/2 d~+l  ' m djam, 
j ,m 
(3.22) 
(iMol+M51)+i(iMo2+M52) = _ y~. [ ( l+m+2)( l+m+l] ] l /2 . . t ,  .~,I ]l ~ l+ l ,m+l~lm 
l,m 
1/2 a a -- Y'. [ ( j+m+2)( j+m+l) ]  d]+t,m+ldjm , 
j ,m 
(3.23) 
(iM m + Ms1 ) - i(iMo2 + Ms2 ) = £ [ ( l -  m + 2)(•- m + 1)11/2att1+1,,,,_la[,,, 
I, m 
+ E [ ( J -m+2) ( j -m+l ) ] l /2d f+ l ,m ldy~m . 
j ,m 
(3.24) 
The constant c in eq. (3.19) is a consequence of normal-ordering ambiguity in the 
definition of M05. It is the sum of zero-point energies of the oscillators, and is given 
by 
~= ~ E (1+ ~)-~ 2 (J+ ~). (3.25) 
l ,m j ,m 
These sums are divergent, and need regularization. However, it is more satisfactory 
to determine c by demanding closure of the quantum algebra, which we will do 
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below. Note that there is no normal ordering ambiguity in the definition of M12. 
This is because E=+I=-t m= 0 identically. The other operators are well defined since 
they consist of oscillators which commute with each other. For the supersymmetry 
charges we find 
Oea= E [ ( /+ m + 1~1/2atll lm "l+1/2,.4/3 re+l/2 -[- (l + m) 1/2 dl_ l /2,  m_l/2alrn](z~,,)l~ , t l ~  I a 
l, m 
(3.26) 
_ 1 /2  t f l  [ 6 Qa2= E [ ( l -m+l ) l /2a f / Id (+ l /2 ,m_ l /2+( l  m) dl_ l /2 ,  m+l /2a lm] (~, l )B ,  
l,m 
(3.27) 
where Q~a and Qa2 are given by the following combination of supercharges 
Qea = ¼(iv~t + ~a2 _ ~3 _ i~a4), (3.28) 
Qa2= 1 at ivO, a2 iOa3 ~64) ~(0 + + + . (3.29) 
Finally, we find for the SO(8) charges the following oscillator epresentation 
TZJ = "-, g' "*Ua Jllm -a- ½i E "/,~#'4~asg'IJ d~m. (3.30) 
Ira jm 
We are now able to calculate the quantum algebra. We find that for c = 0 the 
charges defined above satisfy the following algebra 
[Mas, MCD ] = - - i (~BcMAD -- ~AcMBD -- ~IBDMAc + 71ADMBc), (3.31) 
[ TI j ,  TKL ] = i ( ~jK TIL -- ¢~IK TjL -- ~jL TI'K q- ¢~IL TjK ) , (3.32) 
{ Qa,-OlJ } = 3eq~laBMA. + I (Z l j  ) 61~zlJ ' (3.33) 
[MAB,  O d] = 1. d _ " " , ~,IABQ , [T,J, Qa] = ½i(2*J)~o B. (3.34) (3.35) 
Here l r5 = .~r, lrS= ~r*(r, S = 0,1,2,3), where we have used the following 7-matrix 
notation 
(0) ( ) i .~= 0 --io" C ~- "~o'Y2 • (3.36) 
%= 0 - ' io i 0 ' 
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( _  o~l)t 
(3.37) 
The above results show that there are no local anomalies in any of the symmetries of 
the N = 8 supersingleton model. 
In the case of string theories the zeta-function regularization gives the same value 
of e as that determined by the closure of the Lorentz algebra. It is interesting to see 
whether this is also the case in our model. The zeta-function regularization gives 
Creg ~ lim (½~( l+½)-s -½~( j+½)-~) ,  
s - -~- l  ~ l ,m j ,m 
= (--34 - 1 ) f ( -2 ) ,  (3.38) 
where -3  and -1  are bosonic and fermionic contributions respectively. Since 
~( - 2) = 0 we obtain Creg = 0 [18], which coincides with the value determined by the 
closure of the OSp(8, 4) algebra. It is remarkable that the zero-point energies um up 
to zero for bosons and fermions eparately. 
Using the results of sect. 2 and 3, elsewhere [11] we have studied the spectrum of 
the d = 4, N = 8 supersingleton theory. The singleton states are rather unconven- 
tional. As Dirac noted first [1], their wave function has a fixed dependence on the 
radial coordinate of AdS 4. Thus, there is no principal quantum number associated 
with this radial direction. The two singleton states (obtained by the action of two 
singleton creation operators on the vacuum) yield infinitely many massless tates 
whose quantum numbers are exhibited in table 1. In this table s denotes the spin of 
the massless tate, and L is the label of the supermultiplet in which a given massless 
state occurs. The table clearly shows that there is a regular pattern which repeats 
itself modulo units of spin 2 (except for spin 0 states which are special); i.e. the 
SO(8) content of spin s states is the same as that of spin (s + 2) states. 
The occurrence of infinitely many massless higher spin particles in our model 
implies the existence of infinitely many (local) gauge symmetries which are analo- 
gous to the Maxwell, general-coordinate nd local supersymmetries, a sociated with 
spins 1, 2 and 3 5, respectively. In that case one would expect hat the massless tates 
tabulated above gauge an infinite-dimensional superalgebra. In fact, we have found 
a remarkable relationship between these massless tates and the extended higher 
spin superalgebra shs(8,4) of Vasiliev [13] which supports this expectation. More 
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TABLE 1 




s - -2  
s - - t  
s 
70 56 28 8 1 
2 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 
1 8 28 56 
. . .  1 
...  70 56 28 8 . . .  
1 8 28 56 . . .  
specifically, Vasiliev's shs(8, 4) algebra has the generators which carry spin s, and 
are the k th rank antisymmetric tensors of S0(8) as follows 
s= 2,4,6 . . . .  , k=0,4 ,8 ,  
s=1,3 ,5  . . . .  , k=2,6 ,  
__37  L S 5,~ . . . .  , ~ = l , J ,  
s_5  9 k -  3 ,7 .  2~ 2 ' ' ' "  
Remarkably, both the spin and the SO(8) content of these generators agree precisely 
with those of the massless tates given in table 1. (The comparison is to be made for 
gauge fields, of course, i.e. fields with s >I 1.) This suggests that the N = 8 supersin- 
gleton model provides a field-theoretic realization of shs(8, 4), which in turn has an 
application in a consistent description of higher spin gauge-fields interactions. In 
fact, Fradkin and Vasiliev [19] have already shown that consistent cubic interactions 
of higher spin fields which gauge shs(8, 4) do exist in AdS 4. It would be interesting 
to see whether shs(8, 4) can be realized as the algebra of the stress tensor of the 
d = 4, N = 8 supersingleton theory. Some progress is made in this direction in ref. 
[201. 
4. Singletons and membranes 
So far we have discussed the N = 8 supersingleton theory in its own right. We 
devote this section to a discussion of possible connections between the N = 8 
supersingleton theory [6, 7] and the d = 11 supermembrane [8]. It has been conjec- 
tured [9-11,21] that the N = 8 supersingleton theory may arise from the d = 11 
supermembrane action in a physical gauge. One consequence of this would be that 
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the two singleton states could be interpreted as the massless excitations of a 
membrane [11]. 
The d= 11 supermembrane in AdS 4 x S v background, where the 4-form field 
strength of d= 11 supergravity assumes the value of the AdS 4 volume form, was 
considered in ref. [9]. In an attempt o solve the membrane field equations the 
membrane world-volume was identified with the S 2 x S 1 boundary of AdS 4. Below, 
we will see, however, that in a background-field expansion around this candidate 
solution, the term linear in the fluctuations (i.e. the tadpole term) actually diverges 
on the boundary of AdS 4. A modified version of this candidate solution which 
avoids this problem has been recently found, although it does not seem to give rise 
to the full N= 8 supersingleton theory [10]. Therefore, a rigorous connection 
between the N = 8 supersingletons and the d = 11 supermembrane has not been 
established yet*. However, recent work [6, 7] suggests that such connection may 
exist. This is mainly because there is a natural way in which the supersingletons 
(described by a field theory of scalars and spinors on the boundary of an AdS 
space) can be associated [6, 7] with super p-branes [8, 22, 23]. Firstly, the super AdS 
groups exist only in dimensions d~< 7 [24]. In this case the boundary of the 
AdS space is S P x S 1, p = 1 . . . . .  5. These are precisely the values of p for which 
super p-branes exist [23]. Secondly, the internal symmetry groups occurring in the 
super AdS groups are the isometry groups of S 1, S 3 and S 7. Adding up the 
dimension of AdS space with the dimension of the appropriate internal space, 
remarkably, one obtains the critical dimensions for super p-branes [7]. 
Given the motivation above, in the remainder of this section we shall firstly 
discuss the supersymmetry of a membrane propagating in a given d = 11 supergrav- 
ity background, and secondly provide an action formula for small fluctuations 
around an arbitrary background. 
The d = 11 supermembrane action is given by [8] 
1 
S-  ot,3 f d~'dodo(d-~ -q l -# jko izAo jZSOkZ~2B~2.~A)  3 ~ 
a b hi j  = H i I - l j~ab,  
H a = O iZAE2,  
i, j=0 ,1 ,2  a ,b=O,1  . . . . .  10, 
Z a = (X  M,Os),  M= 0,1 . . . . .  10, c~ = 1,2 . . . . .  32, 
(4.1) 
where (r,  o, p) are the coordinates on the world-volume with metric h u, EAA(X M, O) 
* In a previous letter [11], the relation between the d = 4, N = 8 supersingleton theory and the d = 11 
supermembrane theory was incorrectly asserted to have been established. (Since ref. [11] dealt with 
the N = 8 supersingleton theory in its own right, none of the results in that letter were affected by 
this assertion.) 
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is the supervielbein and Baza(X  ~t, O) is the super three-form potential appropriate 
to the eleven-dimensional superspace. XM('r, o, O) are the bosonic coordinates and 
O(~, o, p) are the fermionic coordinates of eleven-dimensional superspace. Thus O 
is a 32-component Majorana spinor. The parameter a '  is related to the membrane 
tension T as T = 1/or '3.. T has dimension three, i.e. T -  M 3 where M is some mass 
unit. Note that the world-volume coordinates are dimensionless, while X M-  M-1,  
and O - M- t /2 .  (For further conventions ee appendix A. For superspace conven- 
tions see ref. [25].) 
The supermembrane action (4.1) is in variant under x-symmetry provided that the 
background fields (i.e. the supervielbein and the super 3-form) satisfy certain 
constraints which are equivalent o the equations of motion of eleven-dimensional 
supergravity. Thus, in order to find a classical solution to the eleven-dimensional 
supermembrane theory, one must first find a background which solves the d = 11 
supergravity equations of motion. Next, one must solve the supermembrane equa- 
tions of motion which follow from eq. (4.1) in that background. 
In a background in which all the fermionic fields are zero, the local x and local 
supersymmetry transformation rules of the fermionic fields read 
(4.2) 
80 = (1 + F )x  + ~, (4.3) 
where q" is the d= 11 gravitino, HpQRs(X ) = 4 CgipBQRsl(X), x M is the background 
value of X, and F is the background value of 
_ _  i j k~a~b,~cp (4.4) 
F= 6~/-h e 11i l l j l lk l~h c. 
Thus, the criteria for supersymmetry of a solution in which all the fermionic fields 
vanish is [9] 
80  = 0 ~ (1 - ? )c  = 0, (4.5) 
8'/% = 0 ~ bMc = O. (4.6) 
In order to make contact with the Killing spinors on the Sex  S 1 boundary of 
AdS 4 satisfying eq. (2.6), we must choose a background such that eq. (4.6) implies 
the AdS 4 Killing spinor equation. One way of achieving this is to choose the d = 11 
* In d~ 11, the Hilbert-Einstein term in the effective lagrangian must be proportional to a' 9 on 
dimensional grounds. Thus, in an AdS 4 × M 7 background where M 7 is a seven dimensional Einstein 
manifold of characteristic size a 1, the product of a' 9 with the volume of M 7, which is 
proportional to a -7 ,  should be identified with the inverse square of the usual four-dimensional 
gravitational coupling constant x. Hence we have the relation ~2 _ a,9a7. 
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background spacetime to be a product of an AdS 4 of inverse radius a with a 
7-dimensional Einstein manifold of inverse radius ½a, and choose H,,oo 
= 3avrZge~oo,  where g is the determinant of the AdS 4 metric g~(x)  [26, 27]. We 
use a coordinate system in which the AdS 4 metric is given by 
ds2 = (a cos/3) 2[ -d t2+d/32+s in218(dO2+s in20dep2) ] .  (4.7) 
1 The angular variables 0 and q~ satisfy the usual constraints, while 0 ~< fl ~< 7~, and 
fl = url corresponds to spatial infinity. In this background, in order to solve eq. (4.6) 
it is appropriate to make the following ansatz 
e"'a = e"'(x) ® ~a(y) ,  a '=  1,2 . . . . .  4, 6=1,2  . . . . .  8, (4.8) 
where ~'a are spinors of eleven dimensions. The index a' labels a spinor of SO(3, 2), 
and 6 labels the appropriate representation(s) of the isometry group of the internal 
manifold (e.g. the 8 c of SO(8) for 7-sphere). (We omit the SO(10,1) spinor index of 
c a'a, the SO(3,1) spinor index of c a' and the SO(7) spinor index of ~a.) From this 
ansatz, and eq. (4.6) it follows that c ~' are Killing spinors on AdS 4 satisfying [27] 
(U~,- ½aY.)e '~'= O, (4.9) 
where ~7, is the usual Lorentz covariant derivative on AdS 4. One can show that the 
general solution for c ~' is given by [9, 28] 
, " '=  v~-(a cos/3) -1/2(cos 5131 + "Y3 sin ½fl)a"'(t, O, q5), (4.10) 
where e~'(t, O, q,) are precisely the Killing spinors on the S 2 × S a boundary of AdS4 
which satisfy eq. (2.6), and whose solutions are given in eq. (2.8). One must still 
solve eq. (4.5), which certainly depends on the specific details of the solution to the 
membrane quations of motion, as well as eq. (4.6) in the internal directions. If one 
chooses the internal manifold to be a 7-sphere, then eq. (4.6) implies [27] 
( gr,,, + 1ia-)%) ~/'~ = O, (4.11) 
where ~7,, is the standard Lorentz-covariant derivative on the 7-sphere. 
We now examine the small fluctuations around an arbitrary classical solution. To 
this end, we define a normal coordinate xpansion for the coordinates X M in the 
standard way [29] 
X M = x M + (a ' )3 /2~ M + 0(~2),  (4.12) 
where x M is the background value for X M and ~M is the normal coordinate. Using 
eq. (4.12) one obtains the following useful expansion formulae (in this formula we 
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suppress a') 
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where 
defined by h~j = oixMojXNgMN(X) we obtain the following expansion 
g.N(x)  = gMN(x) -  -~" ~"~Q 3"'MPNQ% ~ + 0(;3), 
ggN ~ = BMm,(x ) + fQ ~YQgMNp(X ) 
s 0(~ 3) (4.13) + I~Q~R(17Q ITRBMNp(X ) + RQR[MBNPIs( X ) ) + 
XT~ M is the usual covariant derivative. For the induced metric which is 
with 
supermembrane action (4.1) we obtain 
where 
hij = ]'lij "Jv 20(i XM ~Tj)~N gMN(  X ) 
"~T i~M~Tj .~NgMN(X ) -- OixMOjxNRMPNQ~P~Q-J¢ - 0(~3), (4.14) 
hij = cgixMOjxNgMN(X ). Applying these formulae to the expansion of the 
oo 
'~P= E a'3(n-2)/2"~n , (4.15) 
n~O 
.~o = _ ~ + ~,, j ,  O,x M ojxN O~x'BMN, (~) ,  
= __ l~i jk~M ~ yN .~1 ~] ' I i JO ixM~Tj~NgMN(X)  "~ 3 ~ "~ ~i~ O jxPOkxQHMNPQ(X) '  
_ 1~ v% V'~N(aix~Ojx N- ojx~a,x N- ~, O~xMO~x N) 
+ ½eijk~M ~Ti~N OjX P OkXO HMNP Q _ l~?ijk~M~N OixP OjxQ OkXR ~TNHpQRM 
+ iVr~i j  OixM a -  EMOFa(1 - F) ~O.  (4.16) 
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In deriving the O-dependent terms in eq. (4.16) we have assumed that the back- 
ground values of all fermions are zero. (In view of this we denote the fluctuation of 
O by the same symbol.) Furthermore, we have used 
&-- (~7iO)a-t- O(O 3) -Ii -- (4.17) 
where 
±tr ,eRsr  _ 3rgr eRS)Hee,s(X)]. (4.18) 
The ansatz for x M suggested in ref. [9] in order to solve the brane-wave quation 
which follows from eq. (4.1) was: t=  ~-, 0=o,  q~=O, f l=  1 ~,  Oiy 'n = 0 
(m = 1 , . . . ,  7). However, an appropriate rescaling of the fluctuations to render 5¢ 2 
independent of fl, also has the effect of making the tadpole term 2 1 diverge as 
(cosfl)-1/2. This is unacceptable. Recently, however, an alternative ansatz has been 
found [10] in which .£Plvanishes identically for all values of ft. The details of this 
solution and the issue of singletons will be discussed in ref. [10]. 
5. Comments 
I f  the conjectured supersingleton-supermembrane co nection actually exists, 
then we should interpret the states obtained by repeated action of an arbitrary 
number of singleton creation operators on the vacuum to be corresponding to 
excitations of a supermembrane. In the N = 8 supersingleton theory, although 
interactions on the world-volume are not possible [7], we may still speak about 
interactions of spacetime (ADS4) fields. (One constructs the membrane propagator 
and vertex operators. Using these, one can build spacetime amplitudes in an 
operator formalism in much the same way as is done for string theories in a 
light-cone operator formalism.) It is not known at present what kind of interactions 
(of spacetime fields), if any, would be obtained in this way*. Moreover, it is not 
clear how to incorporate the membrane interactions via a change in the topology of 
the world-volume, since in our model the world-volume has a fixed topology (i.e. 
$2× SX). In any event, it would be interesting to see if the consistent cubic 
interactions of Fradkin and Vasiliev [19] could be obtained from membrane ampli- 
tudes. 
* An alternative iew has been advocated by Flato and Fronsdal [30]. They consider the massless tates 
to be the singleton bound states, and argue that in order to obtain meaningful interactions of these 
states in the whole of AdS space, one should quantize the singletons with an unusual spin-statistics. 
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Note that the spectrum of massless tates, in addition to the usual SO(8) gauge 
fields, gravitini and graviton, contains 28 new gauge fields, 56 new gravitini and 
35 + 35 + 1 new graviton fields, as well as higher spin massless states. Before 
deciding whether the new states are physically acceptable, one should first analyse 
their couplings (if any) to the usual massless particles of spin ~< 2. Using the result 
of this paper, assuming that the conjectured supersingleton-supermembrane con- 
nection exists, one could contemplate computing the vertex operators in our model, 
in an attempt o understand the nature of the higher spin massless fields. One might 
expect hat the couplings among particles which will survive in a limit in which the 
membrane tension goes to zero while keeping the gravitational coupling fixed, 
would be those described in the de Wit-Nicolai's N = 8 supergravity [31]. 
Concerning the cosmological implications of the infinitely many massless higher 
spin particles, one can envisage an inflationary scenario in which all these states are 
diluted sufficiently enough not to violate any cosmological observations. For a 
discussion of how this works in the case of the graviton, see, for example ref. [32], 
and for other massless particles with gravitational coupling, see ref. [33]. Although 
inflation scenarios usually favor de Sitter space, there does exist a mechanism for 
triggering inflation in anti-de Sitter space. In fact, one such mechanism has been 
suggested [34] for de Wit-Nicolai's N = 8 supergravity. 
We thank I. Bars, M.J. Duff, C. Fronsdal, H. Nicolai, C.N. Pope and J. Strathdee 




sign hi j=  ( - ,  +,  +) ,  
(F  '~,F b) = 2~ab, a = 0 ,1 , . . . ,10,  
F aT = --  C -1FaC,  ~ = 4't/'o, 
F ~' = iysy ~ ® 1, y~* = 7o7~7o, 
/-,m+3 = y5 ® ym ' .ym¢ = .ym, 
= y2=1 Y5 iY0123, Y~ = "/5, 5 , 
7i = --ol ®'ri, 3'3 = --o2®1, 
,r o= io  3 ,  r l  = - -o  2 ,  r2 = o 1,  
'/'2 
4 '= ¢3 ' 
4'. 
sign nab = ( - - ,  -~-, -t-, -t-, -t-, + ,  "~-, -Jr, -]-, -t-, q - ) ,  
4'c = c~/T, C a  `= - C, 
/ *=0,1 ,2 ,3 ,  
m=1,2  . . . . .  7, 
C=Y13 ~ 1, 
~012~E0123 ~ 1 , 
-- Ctyo = ( - - /¢T ,  i¢~' ,-- i¢~,  i¢~' ) .  
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Appendix  B 
SOME PROPERT IES  OF D~m, 
[D~m,(L)]*=D~,m(L-1), 
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~7+_DJ,,,,(L -1) = - i  [( j  -T- m)(j +_ m + 1)11/2OJmilm,(Z-1), 
f dOdOsinOD~m,(L)D~;m,,(L 1) 
4q7 
2 j+ 1 dJ/8ram" 
fdOd,  sinODJm'l.,(L)D~.2(L)DJm'.~(L ) = 4~-( j~ A ml m2 
~7~-- ~71 + i gr2, 
no sum over m'), 
~)(,1,2,3) 
m 3 F/1 H 2 t7 3 ' 
(m I + m 2 + m 3 = 0) ,  
(,, ,2 ~)=(_1),1+,2+,3( ,1 ,2 ~ ) 
ml m 2 m 3 - -m 1 - -m 2 - -m 3 , 
J 2  J ½ 
1 - -m -1  
= (_  1) J,+J2+J,( J2 J l  J 3 )  
m2 m 1 m3 ' 
= ( - 1)J-m--i/2 
j - m + 1 ] 1/2 
(2)+2)--~-j+ 1) J " 
Appendix  C 
(CONFORMAL)  K ILL ING VECTORS ON S 2 X S 1 
0 0 
~o5 = 57'  ;12 = ~,o-V' 
0 0 
~o5 = ~,  ~12- 0,~' 
(~o o) ~23 -t- i~31 = el4 .i --  cot 0-0- ~ , 
f :3 + i& l  = e~+ i - cot 0 , 
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O 0 sin ff O ) 
~ls+i~lo=e -it - - is inOcosq~-~ +cosOcoseo30 sin0 3q~ ' 
0 0 cos ~ 0 ) 
~25 -1- i~20 = e-it -- isin0sinq~-~- + cos0s inq~-~ + sin0 0q~ ' 
( ~35 + i~30 = e it - -  iCOS0~-~ sin0~ , 
Q05 = 0,  ~"~12 = 0,  ~'~23 -1- i~'~31 = 0, 
~215 + i$210 = - ½ e -it sin 0 cos q~, 
ff~25 -t- i~20 ~--- - 1 e it sin 0 sin ~,  
Q35 + iQ30 = - ~ e - i t cos  0.  
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